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New Chinese building leads to questions
BY JOHN CORUM

EXPENDITURES ON
THE NEW BUILDING

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

For Chinese teachers aspiring to teach in the United
States, growing accustomed
to the unique qualities of the
American education system
can be a substantial challenge.
A new building is approved
for constuction by the Board
of Regents for the Confucius
Institute program in hopes of
easing this transition.
The new facility is being
built adjacent to the new Honors College and International
Center building. The construction is partially funded
by the $1.5 million awarded to

$1.5 MILLION
AWARDED TO
WKU BY HANBAN

95

$800,000

AMERICAN
UNIVERSITIES HAVE
CONFUCIUS INSTITUTES

the university by the People’s
Republic of China as part of
a competitive grant program.
The university is providing an
additional $800,000, relying
on private funds.
According to Betty Yu, asso-

FROM WKU THROUGH
PRIVATE FUNDS
ciate director of educational
outreach for the Confucius
Institute, the new facility will
provide specialized training
for Chinese teachers, who
might otherwise struggle with
the unique rigors of teaching

QUICK FACTS

FOUNDED IN NOV. 21, 2004
NAMED AFTER CHINESE PHILOSOPHER CONFUCIUS
HANBAN AIMS TO ESTABLISH 1,000 INSTITUTES BY 2020
400 INSTITUTES WORLDWIDE
ABOUT 100 MILLION PARTICIPANTS IN 2010, ACCORDING
TO THE CHINESE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
$234,000 CONFUCIUS INSTITUTE BUDGET ANNUALLY

in America.
“When we visited the Chinese schools, we found there
are usually fewer hours in the
classroom and more of a planning period, whereas in the
U.S. we don’t have as long of a

planning period,” Yu said.
As Yu explained, another
major challenge for Chinese
teachers is adjusting to the
physically taxing nature of the
American school day.

SEE CONFUCIUS PAGE A2

WKU’s aging
electrical grid
continues history
of problems
BY JESSICA VOORHEES
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
The power outage in Pearce-Ford
Tower last week was not an isolated
incident. WKU has a history of problems with its electrical grid.
Last year, the power went out in
Bates-Runner, Northeast and Southwest halls and the Ivan Wilson Fine
Arts Center before the semester started.
Bryan Russell, chief facilities officer,
said he believes the PFT outage occurred during the snow storm coincidentally.
Rather, he said, the university's aging
infrastructure may be the cause of the
power outages on campus.
"The campus is very old, and there's
a lot of infrastructure you don't see,"
he said.
Russell said WKU installed the electrical cables in PFT in 1968, but the
university has not replaced cables in
other buildings in 75 years.
He said the replacement cables for
PFT were sent in overnight from Chicago.
President Gary Ransdell said the facilities staff installed the cables and reopened the building in 36 hours.
"I'm really proud of the facilities staff
for working in extreme conditions," he
said.
Russell said facilities is installing
a new system where every building
will be on their own electrical switch,
which will allow for more "flexibility."
He said last summer the university
spent $1 million to $2 million dollars
on maintenance for Cravens Graduate
Center and Library and Potter Hall.
He said the university is $6 million
away from being able to finish the
project, which is one on a "huge list"
of projects that will cost “hundreds of
millions of dollars.”
"It's one of our top three priority
projects," Russell said.
Russell said the university is the primary source for funding these projects.
He said he’s been asking for the project to become a state capital project
for 10 years.
Russell said the PFT incident displayed why the project deserves funding and recognition.
"This is a great example of why we
need to get this work completed, so
students don't have to relocate," he
said.

Morganfield sophomore Isaac Stevens brushes snow off his car on East Main Avenue, on Wednesday, Feb. 18. EMILY KASK/HERALD

snow patrol

Facilities to retool snow response after major storm
BY SHELBY ROGERS

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

I

n the wake of last week’s foot of snow,
“the best laid plans of mice and men
often go awry” has never seemed more
applicable, especially to WKU facilities.
What some have dubbed “snowpocalypse” or “snowmageddon” dropped nearly
15 inches of snow throughout the state,
which led to WKU officials canceling classes for the entire week.
The document titled "WKU Facilities
Management Snow Plan" sought to anticipate the winter weather challenges. Its 55
pages included detailed maps with snow
clearance sections and priorities of action.
Chief facilities officer Bryan Russell said
despite the difficulties, the people who
worked did an “outstanding” job. Russell

noted that preexisting plans would be readjusted.
“I’m going to make some improvements
to the plan for big snow,” he said. “Typically in the past, with the equipment that we
have, which is minimal for snow removal,
we had to go to our contingency plan
which worked out really well.”
The maximum accumulation listed in
the plan approved in November was 2 to
6 inches of snow, over half of a foot shy of
what Bowling Green received on Sunday
night.
WKU's salt storage facility at South Street
holds approximately 100 tons of salt, but
is only applied "at the end of each snow
SEE SNOW PAGE A2
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“In China, there is usually a two-hour
break between 12 and two,” she said.
“So there is a physical adjustment for
the teachers because where they went
to school they were offered two hours
a day for lunch and rest, but we don’t
have that. Physically, there is an adjustment … it’s more intense.”
Barbara Burch, former provost and
current faculty regent, was the single
regent to vote against the project (one
regent abstained). She expressed a
concern for the conditions that come
alongside the new facility, including a
lack of control over what the building
is used for.
“I was curious … what if we want to
repurpose this building?, Burch said.
“Let’s say times change, situations occur, and we want to repurpose the
building. My understanding is that it
is a 50-year contract. I don’t know what
that means.”
According to Burch, it was unnecessary for WKU to accept money that carried stipulations because the program
could have easily expanded without
the construction of a new facility.
“It seemed to me that with the construction of the new International and
Honors building next door, which is
pretty spacious and has quite a bit of
room, I was having a hard time seeing
why there was a need for a building exclusively for the Confucius Institute …
We have quite a bit of space available
on campus, and I just couldn’t see a
reason why we needed it,” Burch said.
According to Terrill Martin, managing director for the Confucius Institute,
the new building will be purposed specifically for acclimatizing these teach-

ers over the period of several weeks.
“When the teachers come over, we
conduct a three-week professional development. Basically what this building is going to be is a training center for
those teachers,” Martin said.
As Martin explains, the new training
facility is likely to wield influence past
WKU’s campus.
“Our hope is that we will become a
regional facilitator of teacher training,
for teachers in Tennessee, Kentucky
and maybe even Indiana and Southern
Illinois. That’s our hope,” Martin said.
Despite the new facility’s construction, however, the Confucius Institute
will continue to occupy its original location within the Helm Library.
“Helm Library was created as a stepping stone for a program,” Martin said.
“Basically, it forms a cultural introduction to the Chinese culture. That will
remain intact. Students will still be
able to walk through the library and get
a sense of the Chinese culture, but our
particular building that we are building will be for teacher training.”
The building’s dedication to training
only Chinese teachers, however, may
restrict the degree to which other students on campus may enter.
Nicki Taylor, Student Government
Association president and student
regent, recently proposed the idea of
an SGA resolution geared for opening
the new building up to student usage.
Because the building is being partially
funded by the WKU Foundation Fund,
it should be available to all students,
she said.
“I would like to see students have the
opportunity to use it whenever it’s not
in use [by the Confucius Institute],”
Taylor said.
According to Yu, there may be some

opportunities for students to access
the new facility, as several planned
events would be open to the community.
“We would like to bring visiting
scholars in, you know, fun classes for
the community and so forth. Right
now, we have classes like calligraphy
offered to the community, but we have
always wanted to offer a cooking class
as well,” Yu said.
Still, Taylor’s vision for the building
expands beyond occasional community classes.
“My thinking is sort of opening up
and maybe having the rooms reservable for students when they aren’t
being used by the teacher training institute, for things such as clubs or tutoring sessions, or whatever else students might want,” Taylor said.
However, expanding the usage of the
building may be difficult, as some remain cautious about the obligations
WKU may face after accepting the
grant donation.
Even with administrative assurances,
some would still like more clarity on
the terms of the contract. As Burch
elaborated, the grant was proposed to
the board with very little explanation.
“One of my concerns was that the
agreement to build it had already been
signed and determined a month or
so earlier when the president was in
China, and I really didn’t feel that very
much was known about the terms of
the contract, or what kind of commitments we were making that accompanied that,” Burch said.
“Do I feel those questions have been
resolved? Not really,” she said.
According to Burch, any ambiguity
in the Confucius Institute’s operations
is troubling because of the programs

semi-autonomous nature. Though residing on campus, it has very little faculty oversight.
“We don’t do much of the driving for
the program. We pretty much have the
Confucius staff and while a few faculty
are involved, I don’t think it is faculty
owned. My other concern was that I
wanted to know how the faculty would
be involved in this … but one thing the
President did say was that once the
building was approved he would be
willing to let the faculty have input into
this process. I am hopeful that will occur,” Burch said.
Even with faculty input, however,
Burch remains concerned with the
source from which the University’s
share of financial support for the building was drawn.
“My understanding is that the money came from a foundation account,
which [Dr. Ransdell] believes the
source of the money in that account
is private money, but … I would have
preferred an earmarked donation from
private sources to match that money,”
Burch said.
Burch expressed that the program
was overall beneficial to the campus,
though it should continue to be closely
monitored by the faculty.
“Many good things have come with
the Confucius Institute,” she said. “Students can have Chinese language study,
but I do think the degree to which it is
present on campus and the degree to
which it is not is at least partially driven
by faculty … that’s a concern.”
As these discussions continue, the
facility will slowly grow taller along
Normal Drive. According to Yu, the
building will be fully functional by fall
of 2017, though the program may use
parts of it intermittently before then.

SNOW

1, 2 and Alumni Square Garage were
closed Monday due to ice, and students dodged icy patches throughout
the Hill to find the concrete pathways.
Even the snow removal document
acknowledged room for improvement.
“Consistent with our goals, to continually improve our work processes, we
will routinely review the results of this
plan and make revisions to improve
the effectiveness of our snow and ice
control efforts,” the plan said.
While Kentucky hasn’t had such a
snowy day since the 1960s, administrators are no longer taking chances.
“Anytime there’s an event, you can
always make improvements,” Russell
said. We’re going to have a post-event
meeting and improve the plan.”

Continued from FRONT
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CRIME REPORTS
•Louisville freshman Jason
Conder, Poland Hall, was cited
on Feb. 23 for possession of a
controlled substance in Keen
Hall.
• Louisville freshman Ben D.
Potts was cited on Feb. 23 for
possession of drug paraphernalia in Keen.
• Bowling Green freshman
David Lambrianou , Poland,
reported on Feb. 17 that his
vehicle was keyed in the Crea-

son lot. Estimated value for
repair is $100.

• Louisville freshman Brandon
Wise, Poland, was arrested
on Feb. 17 for first offense
intoxication in a public place
in Poland.
• Mount Pleasant, Tennessee
freshman Deminico G. Owens Jr., Barnes-Campbell Hall,
reported on Feb. 16 his wallet
stolen from Fresh Foods. Estimated value is $40.

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD

event," according to the plan.
“I think we’re going to do….probably identify priority routes in the new
plan,” Russell said. “We’ll probably
improve the plan over what we have.
Open up critical paths.”
However, freezing temperatures over
the weekend and continued light precipitation still made traveling conditions difficult.
Bowling Green senior Brandon Sexton, said he felt that WKU “maybe”
should have canceled classes Monday.
“…To get the sidewalks more clear
and the parking structures more clear
too,” he said.
The top floors of Parking Structure

WKUHERALD.COM
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Kentucky educators see improvement with Common Core
BY LASHANA HARNEY
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Five years ago, Kentucky became the
first state to establish new academic
standards as a part of the Common
Core State Standards Initiative.
The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) were instated in response to public displeasure with
education.
“The CCSS are a response to the cohesive outcries from business, industry, colleges and universities, parents,
state legislatures, and school administrators and teachers to fix the problem
of too many of our students graduating
from high school, desperately underprepared for the demands of college
and career,” Petty said.
Pamela Petty, a professor in the
School of Teacher Education, said implementing standards are not new to
the field of education.
“There are standards in place in every state,” Petty said.
Petty said the CCSS were created as
a collaborative effort and were based
upon research results. She said states

choose to adopt the standards.
“The CCSS are not mandated by the
federal government, but adopting
them does mandate change,” Petty
said. “Change in education is expensive, and it takes time.”
Michael McDonald, associate professor in the School of Teacher Education, said although the Kentucky’s
implementation of the Common Core
Standards puts Kentucky on par with
other states, there is always room for
improvement.
“It would be nice to develop ways to
allow for more creative thinking,” McDonald said.
He said there should also be less of an
obligation for teachers to teach directly
to the standards and they should integrate more critical thinking and open
endedness into the standards.
A website was created by education
officials to hear citizens’ opinions on
the standards, kentucky.statestandards.org.
Petty said public opinion about the
standards need to change.
“If we put aside conspiracy theories
about a national curriculum being

shoved down our collective throats
and actually read the standards and
consider how we can be advocates
of change by supporting schools and
teachers, we may just find the ‘fix’ we
all wanted,” Petty said.
In the 2011-2012 school year, the
Kentucky Core Academic Standards
were weaved into teaching practices
in K-12 schools to improve college
readiness amongst high school graduates.
In a "Huffington Post" blog post,
Robert King, president of Kentucky’s
Council on Postsecondary Education
(KPCE), said a study by the Southern
Regional Education Board (SREB) acknowledged Kentucky’s rising efforts
and execution of the Common Core
Standards.
King stated Kentucky’s dedication
to the Common Core Standards increased students’ college readiness.
With the implementation of the Common Core, college readiness standards doubled. Before Common Core,
31.8 percent of Kentucky high school
graduates met college readiness standards. Five years down the road, the

reports show the number nearly doubled, King said. Now, an estimated
62.3 percent of Kentucky high school
graduates meet college readiness
standards.
King said, as a result, fewer students
enroll in remedial courses.
Bowling Green senior education
student Shannon Lay said this type of
standardization is helpful. As a future
educator, the Common Core Standards won’t impact her ability to get a
job, she said, but will impact what goes
on in the classroom.
“The standards merely outline what
I am expected to teach the students in
the school year,” Lay said.
Lay said the Common Core holds educators and students to higher standards.
“I think that, nationwide, expectations for teachers and students alike
are rising,” Lay said. “Teachers are being held to a higher standard because
the Common Core holds the students
to a higher standard, which means
that teachers must become more creative in their methods of teaching in
order for students to continuously be
engaged with the material.”

Students, faculty and
staff return to the Hill
BY TREY CRUMBIE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Monday marked the first day WKU
had classes since Friday, Feb. 13. After
more than a week off from class, some
students on the Hill were more eager to
get back to back to work than others.
Students, such as Greenville sophomore Gabby Wayne, used the week
off from school to catch up on studying. Wayne, who would have had three
tests last week, now has five tests this
week due to last week’s tests being
moved up.
“The week off gave me a lot of time,
to like, get more prepared cause I
wouldn’t been able to do it if we didn’t
have extra time,” she said.
Wayne spent a portion of Monday
morning in Downing Student Union
working on a paper for her botany major.
Although classes were cancelled,
some students, like Elizabethtown
freshman Jeffery Grey, still had to go
jobs off-campus. Grey, who works at
Mister B's Pizza & Wings, said he felt
behind in his coursework.
“I feel like we missed a lot and paid
for all those days we weren’t in class,”
he said.
Grey said he also found it difficult to
do assignments that would normally
be assigned the previous week if school

were in session due to not being in
class.
“I definitely tried my best,” Grey said.
Some faculty members, like Janice
Davenport, SKyTeach master teacher, were glad to be back. She said her
classes “haven’t missed a beat.”
Davenport said her students were
willing to get back to into their regular coursework and she would have to
wait before determining if she was behind on her curriculum.
“Today (Monday), I feel like that we
made a lot of progress and if we can
continue to do that, I think we’ll be
fine,” she said.
Davenport said she still communicated with her students constantly
throughout the past week.
“Thank goodness email didn’t go
down,” she said.
Kathy Williams, an office coordinator
in the School of Journalism & Broadcasting, spent most of her time off from
work inside, reading and reorganizing
her closet. Williams also kept up with
her work through email and said she
didn’t feel overwhelmed by her workload on Monday.
“I knew it was coming,” she said.
Williams said she has noticed a lot of
people who were itching to go back.
“I’ve been real happy with the students,” she said. “Everybody seems
so happy to be back out doing something.”
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Have an opinion? Tweet us
@wkuherald or find us on Facebook
at WKUHerald as well. Let us know
your thoughts about the editorial, or
write us with what is on your mind.

TWEETS FROM

THE HILL

@BohemianScherri: My WKU
scrapbook page is looking BOMB af
rn — 2:51 PM - 20 Feb 2015
@SkylarJordan: I am honestly flabbergasted my alma mater is telling
the hundreds of students displaced
from their dorms to crash in the student union. #WKU — 4:08 PM - 17
Feb 2015

@Kelsey_Faulkner: With all these
dorms closed and WKU allowing 24hr visitation... I can't wait to
see WKU baby boom in 9 months!
#wkubabyboom #snowdays
—
4:15 PM - 17 Feb 2015
@justinbelcher94: WKU's campus
just went from a homeless shelter
basically to a giant crunk town. Gucci.
— 3:31 PM - 18 Feb 2015
@ILessThan3Josh: WKU's giving up
class for lent — 3:20 PM - 18 Feb 2015
@jbrewer24: I knew WKU had a hill
when I came. I was prepared. I was
not prepared nor was I aware that
I would get kicked outta PFT when
the snow hit— 4:25 PM - 17 Feb 2015

@mrstealyogirl78: If we miss a
week of class do we get a 1/14 refund? #wku #math #Snowmageddon2015— 6:29 PM - 17 Feb 2015

Snowpaco-lapse

In Judgement

THE ISSUE: Because of an oversight concerning a nearly five-decades-old cable,
the largest dorm on campus went without power for almost two days.

OUR STANCE: This incident is unbelievable, laughable and reprehensible in scale
all at the same time. Get it together, WKU.

C

overing news of Snowmaggedon has felt surreal to say the
least. However, things got more
real very quickly when the lights went
out. This entire incident is a shameful
reflection of current university priorities.
Every single one of the hundreds of
women in Pearce-Ford Tower had to
evacuate in the arctic tundra that was
WKU’s campus this week. And it would
be completely understandable if they

took their tuition money and HRL fees
elsewhere after the treatment they received.
The floors of Downing Student Union
and a select few rooms in other dorms
do not, in any form, compensate.
So little options were provided to
PFT residents, forcing most to cram
into two-bed dorms. Even those with
cars found that the snow made driving
unfit or impossible.
The women living in PFT shell out
over $2,000 in housing each year, but
this incident led to some spending the
extra $50 to $100 per night on a hotel
room simply because it was safer than
staying in an unlocked campus community center.
Where is the checklist for this kind of
situation? Is there no comprehensive
plan of action when it comes to emergencies? Or even an annual valida-

tion that all of our parts are up to date
and working in the dorm that houses
roughly one-fifth of the resident student population?
This could’ve been prevented. Check
the outdated parts. Construct a valid
preparation plan for a state of emergency. Learn to value your students
more than letting them fend for themselves in minus 20 degree wind chills
and icy sidewalks.
It doesn’t matter if that electrical
part usually has an average lifespan of
50 years. A winter storm is coming—
check it anyway. It’s not a valid argument to say that weather emergencies
only happen roughly every decade in
this region—have a formidable plan
anyway. It isn’t relevant to say that a
basic structure for shelter is enough —
take responsibility and help your students anyway.

@nmarshall: Congratulations WKU
I have had a mental breakdown, a
nervous breakdown, I am tired beyond belief.— 9:45 PM - 17 Feb 2015
@Wolf_Quill: Shout out to everyone doing everything they can to
get power back on in #PFT, i really
appriciate it. #WKU— 3:11 AM - 18
Feb 2015

@iHannahBeth: “They can't get
cabin fever if they don't have a
dorm. HAHAHAHA Wow we're jerks"
- an official quote from the WKU
Housing Staff— 11:01 AM - 19 Feb
2015
@MichiganJessie: WKU Nudes just
followed me so who's the real winner here— 6:01 PM - 18 Feb 2015

NOW PLAYING

‘Hot Tub Time Machine 2’ overflows with weak humor
OPINION@
WKUHERALD.COM
Just
when
you
thought “Project Almanac” was the worst
time-travel movie of
here comes “Hot
JACKSON 2015,
Tub Time Machine 2.”
FRENCH Having inherited none
of its predecessor’s wit
Now Playing:
or charm, this limp seWatch out for quel is almost astonwhat to watch. ishing in how unfunny

and unpleasant it is.
Not appearing in this movie was a
wise career move for John Cusack,
star of the first film. This is fatal for the
movie, however, because none of the
returning characters can make up for
his absence.
Characters Nick and Jacob, played by
Craig Robinson and Clark Duke respectively, simply don’t contribute anything
interesting to the movie. Lou, played by
Rob Corddry, does everything he can
to ruin the film. No matter what direction the story moves in, Lou is abrasive,
mean-spirited and impossible to like.

His near-constant presence, in turn,
makes it difficult to find any redeeming
qualities in the movie.
Focusing so much on such a reprehensible character might be justifiable
if they made the movie funny, but even
that is apparently too much to ask. This
sequel has no real reason to exist, trading genuine humor for over-the-top
crudeness. The film has the potential
to present an interesting story but descends quickly into a chasm of cheap,
poorly conceived gags from which it
never escapes.
If you wanted to see the characters go

back to the Revolutionary War, which
the previews hint at being an important part of the movie, you’ll leave the
theater disappointed. The concept of
Lou, Nick and Jacob going to parts of
the timestream, other than 2025, is only
explored during the end credits. The
commercials lied.
“Hot Tub Time Machine 2” is an embarrassing wreck. A lack of effort and
care plagues the movie from start to finish, resulting in a humorless malformation of the original film’s ideas.
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HELP WANTED
AllStar Photo Labs is seeking a qualified part time
graphic design person to work in our lab/print/design area.
Qualified candidate will have a good working knowledge of
CS4 or higher. Start training this month with flexible hours
and a good work environment.
Please send resume to Richard@4allstar.com or call
270-781-6511 x2.

AllStar Sports Photography is seeking photographers,
photographer trainees and coordinators. Must be able to
relate well with children and work as a team. We furnish
equipment and transportation. Experienced photographers
earn up to $14 per hour including travel time. This is
seasonal work and primarily on Saturdays. Please send
resume to Richard@4allstar.com or call 270-781-6511 x2

Customer
Service Representative
Pool and Spa Depot is
looking for an open and
outgoing team player.
Someone who enjoys
helping customers one on
one. Position is full-time
and weekends required.
Compensation includes
both hourly wages and
commissions. Please apply
in person: 1830 Wallace
Court, Bowling Green, KY.

Professional Dog
Breeding Kennel in search
of P.T. kennel assistant.
-including SaturdaysMUST LOVE DOGS.
Ag students preferred.
email resume to
job1498@yahoo.com
Verdi Restaurant
Downtown BG is looking
for experienced servers. If
you would like working in
a fine dining environment
apply in person at 410
E.Main Street, Downtown
BG.

FOR SALE
BUY-SELL-TRADE: Games, DVDs, Records!
Also: Comics, CDs, Toys, CCGs, RPGs, more!
The Great Escape Records & Comics
2945 Scottsville Rd. (Near Greenwood Mall)
615-782-8092
Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but
cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially when
asked to send money or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not
responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

PREVIOUS CROSSWORD
SOLUTION

ACROSS
46 Scottish cap
1 Caan or Garner
47 Star of “Hunter”
6 “__ About You”
9 Popeye’s love
DOWN
10 “The Paper __”; John 1 Ashton Kutcher
Houseman drama series movie
12 Actress Lisa __
2 __ vera; hand lotion
13 “The __ Woman”; se- ingredient
ries for Lindsay Wagner 3 Actress on “About a
14 McCain or Boxer:
Boy”
abbr.
4 Plumb of “The
15 Become larger
Brady Bunch”
16 “A Passage to __”; 5 “The TV __”; film
Oscar-nominated movie for Sigourney Weaver
for Judy Davis
and David Duchovny
19 Leoni and her name- 6 “Last __ Standing”
sakes
7 “__ walked out in
23 Baseball’s Slaughter the streets of Lar24 Meanie
edo...”
25 “The __ Girls”
8 Holiday month:
28 One of Bart’s sisters abbr.
30 Vase-shaped pitcher 10 AFL-__
31 Copenhagen resident 11 “__ with Murder”
32 Ricky Ricardo’s
13 Woman’s undergarportrayer
ment
33 “The __ Gatsby”;
15 Soldiers, for short
Leonardo DiCaprio
17 180˚ from SSW
movie
18 Adams or Johnson
34 “A __ Harold &
20 “The __ and I”;
Kumar 3D Christmas”; Fred MacMurray
comedy movie
movie
36 Univ. in Tempe
21 Mr. Onassis, to
39 “Me, __ & Irene”;
friends
Jim Carrey film
22 “We’re off to __
42 Jerry or Shari
the Wizard...”
44 Raises, as children 25 High school equiv45 Up in arms
alency exam, for short

SUDOKU
START
HERE

YOU
MADE
IT!

26 Have debts
27 “__ Miserables”
28 Actress West
29 __ Ortiz of “Ugly
Betty”
31 Parched
33 ...DDE, JFK, LBJ,
RMN, __...
35 Golfer Ernie __
37 Web surfer’s stop
38 __-friendly; easy to
operate
39 Actor on “The ATeam”
40 Certain vote
41 Role on “Selfie”
42 Tupperware cover
43 Make a boo-boo
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PHOTO

Members of the Wildcat Little Dribblers sit against a wall in Edmonson County High School’s gym as they wait for halftime, where they will perform for a packed house.

basket
basics
photos by william kolb

Jason Decker, 40, of Edmonson County, keeps a
careful eye on his players during a practice run of
their performance.

O

ne Edmonson County father of two took it upon himself to restart what was arguably one of his hometown’s most successful sports programs to date: the Wildcat
Little Dribblers.
Jason Decker, 40, towers in size over his players, ranging in ages 3 to 10, as he calls out
commands from the sidelines of Edmonson County High School’s practice gym.
“What we need to do is teach these kids how to hold a ball, dribble a ball, and pass a ball,"
Decker
said. "The fundamentals. They’ll learn to shoot and score big when their bodies
D
grow up. For now, they’ve got to get the basics down.”
The last class of Little Dribblers, before the program’s decades-long hiatus, consisted of
the same players who would later make up the 1993 district championship team. ECHS
hasn’t seen a district title since.
The basketball fundamentals program ended its 2014-15 season in February, having performed during halftime shows at multiple high school basketball games and even a special
performance at the halftime show of a WKU women’s basketball game in Diddle Arena.
“I could have done this every day of the week with these kids, and it wouldn’t have bothered me a bit,” Decker said. “I can’t wait to get back to it next year."

LEFT: Jason Decker directs members of the Wildcat Little Dribblers
in the practice gym at Edmonson County High School. “I’ve been
doing this for 20 years and one thing I always strive to do is get kids
ready for the next level,” he said.
ABOVE: The Little Dribblers presented their coach with a signed
basketball to commemorate the end of the 2014-15 season.

Jocelyn Decker, 3, watches her teammates closely during the Wildcat Little Dribblers performance at halftime of a
WKU women’s basketball game in Diddle Arena, on Thursday, Jan. 29. Although she’s the youngest on the team, Jocelyn attended all of the practices and performances throughout the season.
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KY Museum
celebrates
local art
BY ANDREW HENDERSON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Atypical athletes participate
in WKU Sport Clubs
BY MADISON MARTIN

Chloe Carr, president of both the

body as leverage to toss a person.

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Brazilian Jiu Jitsu/Judo Club and

The two overlap, however, and are

Some students play basketball,

Fencing Club, joined both sports

acceptable to use in tournaments.

others love football. Then there are

without previous experience her

The club’s group of six is instructed by

those whose entire lives revolve

freshman year and quickly accepted

two South American instructors (one

around unique sports.

leadership roles when the need arose.

from Brazil and the other, Peru) and

The Intramural Recreational Sports

“It’s been awesome,” she said. “Just

department offers ways for students

a lot of, not only … skill growth, but

to engage in the community on and

personal growth too — just discipline

off campus through fitness-related

[regarding

activities. One way that need is

something really great to be involved

addressed is through the presence

with. It’s great exercise.”

of student-led sport clubs, especially
important for uncommon athletics.
Harrisburg,

Illinois

sophomore

BJJ/Judo].

It’s

just

Brazilian Jiujitsu is a martial art that
focuses on ground fighting, while judo
concentrates on throws, using one’s

practices in Preston’s multipurpose
room two to three times a week.
“It is focused more on technique
than brute strength, which will give
a smaller person, if their technique is
good, the advantage,” Boston senior
and member Nick Fedorka said.

SEE SPORT CLUBS PAGE B2

WKU sophomore Chloe Carr, 19, of Harrisburg, Illinois, has been president of the WKU Fencing Club since August of 2014. "A lot of the upperclassmen left, and it was up to us to take their place," Chloe said. The club is a tight knit group and is always looking for new members. "We're all really
close here and hang out after practice." LUKE FRANKE/HERALD

The Kentucky Building is embarking on
their continued U.S. Bank Celebration of
the Arts Exhibition this coming March 6.
Donna Parker, exhibits curator at the
Kentucky Museum, said that previously, the Celebration of the Arts had been
hosted at U.S. Bank, but was moved to
the museum in 2004 to accommodate
for space. The exhibition is sponsored
by U.S. Bank and co-sponsored by the
WKU Art Department.
Parker said that, currently, there are
189 artists signed up to showcase at the
exhibition with 351 pieces entered.
She elaborated on the process by
which the museum accepts the pieces
saying they separate the work by two
levels: amateur and professional. Furthermore, the pieces are then separated
into eight categories for judging.
“All the art students at Western are
considered professional,” Parker said.
One of these professionals that are
showcasing in the exhibition is Dean
Christensen, a Louisville junior. Christensen said this would be his third year
of participation in the exhibition. He
is a student in the art department and
majoring in painting, to which he commented was crucial to knowing about
the exhibition.
“I wouldn’t know about the show otherwise,” Christensen said.
He said that he plans on submitting
part of a series of self-portrait paintings

SEE LOCAL ART PAGE B2

BG EATS

Buckhead Cafe serves doses of satisfaction
OPINION
@WKUHERALD.COM

JOHN
GREER
BG EATS:
Weekly guide
to the BG
restaurant
scene

Buckhead Cafe is a suitable, but
unspectacular entry in Bowling
Green’s field of fast-casual restaurants.
Like any fast casual eatery, customers are free to sit wherever they
please. There is ample room in
Buckhead’s open space to do so. A
diverse array of booths, tables and
high tops attempt to satisfy any potential customer preference.
Likewise, the menu is also full of
choices. Buckhead adopts the Panera Bread model of soup and sandwiches, while contributing burgers
and wood-fire pizzas to the mix.
The pick-two combination encompasses a considerable portion of the
restaurant’s main menu, which is both

liberating and paralyzing. Buckhead
Cafe clearly caters to tastes across a wide
spectrum.
The Portobello Panini made the
best impression. Visually, the sandwich appeared hastily compiled and
the portion size was less than expected. Yet the generous share of beefy
portobello mushrooms, mingling
with the sweetness of the roasted
peppers and a douse of bright, acidic
balsamic sauce, formed some satisfyingly complex bites. This is certainly
worth consideration.
Conversely, the French Onion soup
struck an appetizing figure, but failed
to execute on the flavor. The dark,
thin broth was heavily populated
with caramelized onions. A substantial hunk of toasted bread and melted mozzarella cheese hovered on

SEE BG EATS PAGE B2

A pick-two combination platter at Buckhead Cafe comes with a choice of a wrap,
sandwich, soup or salad, giving indecisive customers many options. Pictured is a platter with a bowl of French onion soup, a portobello panini with marinated portobello
mushrooms, mozzarella cheese, roasted red peppers, roasted garlic and balsamic vinaigrette on a white panini, served with a side of chips.
LUKE FRANKE/HERALD
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Calendar

TUESDAY, FEB. 24
KENTUCKY'S STORYTELLING
CONFERENCE
Location:
Holiday Inn University Plaza Hotel
Time: 7 a.m.
“MANY STEPS” DOCUMENTARY
SCREENING
Location:
Zacharias Hall
Time: 7 p.m.

WKU EATING DISORDER SUPPORT AND
AWARENESS BAKE SALE FUNDRAISER
Location:
Downing Student Union 1000B
Time: 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
THE ‘NONES’ & ‘DONES’ AND AMERICAN
RELIGION - A RHETORICAL INQUIRY
Location:
Gary Ransdell Hall 1074
Time: 7 to 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 25
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD
COMMITTEE
Location: DSU 2084
Gary Ransdell Hall 1091
Time: 5 to 6 p.m.

STUDENT IDENTITY
OUTREACH
Location: DSU 2122
Gary Ransdell Hall 1091
Time: 7 to 9 p.m.

A CONVERSATION ABOUT RACE, PRIVILEGE,
AND DEGREE COMPLETION FOR RACIALLY
DIVERSE STUDENTS
Location: DSU 3005
Gary Ransdell Hall 1074
Time: 7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

SPORT CLUBS
Continued from LIFE

Fedorka started participating in the
sport in the fall of 2013 as well, spurred
on by his interest in practicing karate
with another BJJ/Judo member, as well
as knife throwing.
The members would like the
retention rate to be higher when it
comes to gaining new athletes. They
spoke of a typical “influx” of new
members during the beginning of the
fall semester, but only a few will decide
to continue with the sport.
They attributed this to scheduling
conflicts and perhaps an uncertainty
that comes with a lack of experience
with such a sport.
“A lot of the people are like us,” Fedorka
said. “They’ve never done any martial
arts before, and they get in there and try
it and realize it’s not their thing. Other
people get in there and try it, and they
realize it is their thing. And they have
a great time, and those are the people
who really consistently come back.”
The group would like to advertise
more, as new people bring in variety
and different tricks that help better each
other. Carr emphasized the ability of
the sport to get one out of one’s comfort
zone and learn something new.
And at the end of the day, the sport is
just fun, according to Fedorka.
“I like fighting,” he said. “I like fighting
with my friends, so I fight with my
friends and it’s a good time ...”
The Fencing Club is easily accessible
for unexperienced members as well,
Carr said, although it does require
a higher level of commitment. New
members need to go through the first
year of learning foil, which is one of the
three weapons used in the sport. The
team of 10 practices in the dance studio
at Preston, with its three volunteerbased instructors.
Carr enjoys both sports because they
both offer something different, although
they’re both “like physical chess.”
“I like throwing people, and I like
being thrown. I think it’s really fun

LOCAL ART

Continued from LIFE

he has been working on, submitting two
of the five pieces from his series to the
event. Last year, Christensen won first
place in the professional category and
the Purchase Award, the latter meaning
that U.S. Bank bought his collection.
To him, the show is a huge opportunity for feedback as well.
“Any show where you can display
your work and get feedback is a huge
thing,” he said.
Not only is it a place for artists to get
feedback, but for spectators, it’s also
a visually pleasing and community
building event.
Brent Bjorkman, director of the Kentucky Museum, recalled previous times
serving as a spectator at the exhibition
and remembering it as a beautiful time.
“It’s a place for everyone to gather
and share themselves,” he said.
He said that the exhibition, as a pinnacle event with the community, allows people to come and see what
their neighbors can do. Bjorkman also
said he views the exhibition as an educational opportunity for everyone in-

BG EATS

Continued from LIFE

the surface. What could have been
an interesting iteration proved rather
singular and mundane. The predominant savory flavor failed to showcase the fragrance and sweetness of
its principle ingredient. It was still
satisfying in the way that hot, savory
soups tend to be, but it needs a reno-

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
Location: DSU 3029
Time: 7 to10 p.m.

GROUP DIALOGUE PROGRAM
Location: ICSR Room 4
Gary Ransdell Hall 1091
Time: 4 to 6 p.m.

sport,” she said about Brazilian jiujitsu.
“But I like the fast-pacedness of fencing
and the whole control of the blade.”
For sports enthusiasts interested
in activities that use weapons and
supplies an adrenaline rush, the
Paintball Club is alive and well.
Chase Brunn, Houston senior and
president of the club, is a part of the fivemember team that practices and plays on
the weekends about twice a month. The
group often starts, Saturdays at 11 a.m. at
N-tense Sports Recreation Center and play
until dark, with competitive practice or
tournaments often occurring on Sundays.
This year they’re eager to compete
in the PSP Nashville, a national
tournament in early May. There,
people from all over the country come
to participate in the multi-division,
multi-level competition.
Most of the events the team
plays are along the east coast. The
team participates in college-level
tournaments like the National
Collegiate Paintball Association, as well
as regional ones done by South Eastern
Paintball Series. In competitions, the
five-person teams utilize obstacles to
strategically play Capture the Flag and
avoid getting hit, because it only takes
one shot to be “killed.”
Brunn said they would like to hold a
fundraiser to help cover some of the costs
incurred by travel expenses, equipment
and field and tournament fees, but also
to help the organization Impact A Hero.
“It’s a company that helps support
veterans and bridge gaps between
financial instability due to loss of limbs,
surgeries, therapy and what not,” he said.
“I worked with them back home, and it’s a
good organization.”
Although a costly sport, Brunn has been
playing for the past nine years and doesn’t
seem to be stopping anytime soon.
As far as any hesitation from potential
members goes, “Don’t be scared,” he
said. “When you get out there, your
adrenaline’s going, you can’t even feel
when you get shot … You gotta go out
and just enjoy it. How often do you get
to shoot someone and not kill them?”

volved, artists and spectator alike.
“Life is about learning,” he said.
To help this learning process is one of
the main reasons for the Celebration of
the Arts. Parker wants the exhibition to
allow artists to showcase work and promote arts in the area by allowing everyone an opportunity.
“We like to be a center of culture in
the region,” she said.
By serving as a center of culture the
Kentucky Building is able to build creative energy within the community
and the artists involved. Parker commented that she thinks there is a lot
of energy involved with this exhibition
and that everyone is excited. Christensen is certainly excited for this opportunity as it provides him an outlet
for his artistic energy.
“It’s in my blood to be an artist,” he said.
The U.S. Bank Celebration of the arts
exhibition will hold their opening reception on March 6 from 7:30 to 9:30
p.m. The Vernissage Preview Party will
be held on the same date, but from 5:30
to 7:30 p.m. Tickets for the preview party can be purchased online. The exhibition will run through April 4.

vation.
The kettle chips were a pure, salty
crunch. They fulfilled what was expected. If anything, they made Buckhead’s “killer chips” sound more intriguing.
Buckhead Cafe’s spectrum of dishes
sounded quite enticing, but they ultimately proved a little underwhelming.

SHAKE IT OFF ALL
WEEK AND HAVE
YOUR PORTRAIT
MADE FOR THE
2015 TALISMAN

TUESDAY - FRIDAY
DOWNING
STUDENT
UNION
11 a.m.- 2 p.m.

Buy your copy of the
2015 Talisman on
TopNet today. Find
it under the Student
Services tab.
It’s only $20!
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

Tops look to defend fourth place in Diddle
wku men's basketball, 16-10, 9-5 C-USA
BY BILLY RUTLEDGE

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The WKU basketball team
has had a volatile inaugural
season in Conference USA.
Sitting at 16-10, 9-5 C-USA and
currently in fourth place in
conference standings, Hilltopper expectations are changing
after every game.
Road games proved to be
the most recent thorn in Head
Coach Ray Harper’s side.
WKU's away record sits at 4-7
this season, contrary to its
11-3 record in Diddle Arena.
The Toppers’ C-USA record
has taken a blow as of late, losing four consecutive games for
the first time since the 2011-12
season. WKU is 2-7 in its last
nine games, including losses
to Rice and Marshall, both
ranked outside the top 250 in
RPI according to ESPN.com
(Rice at 267 RPI and Marshall
at 299).
"It's the hump — we've got
to get over it," senior forward
George Fant told the Bowling Green Daily News. "We
knocked off (nine) straight.
You saw the effort every night.
It's going downhill a little bit,
but we've got to see who's
motivated and still ready to
play."
The Hilltoppers have shown
flashes of success this season.
The nine straight was a stretch
that included wins against then
No. 25 ranked Old Dominion,
currently second ranked UTEP
and wins over five other con-

ference opponents.
The success expanded into
a 5-2 record in the month of
December and an even more
impressive 8-1 record in the
month of January. Fant had a
streak of eight straight doubledouble performances in the
span that gained him C-USA
Co-Player of the week, averaging 21 points and 12 rebounds
in a three-game win streak.
"Our confidence is never
going to be down," senior T.J.
Price told BGDN. "I don't care
if we'd lost 10 games in a row.
We're going to come out like
we just won 10 in a row. We
know everything is possible.
It's just about work."
After losing three conference
road games on WKU's current four-game losing streak,
the Hilltoppers return home
to face familiar foes Florida
Atlantic and FIU, two teams
WKU has already beaten. The
final two home games will begin this weekend and will include senior night.
WKU will hope to string
together a few wins to gain
confidence before the C-USA
tournament on March 11 to
14 in Birmingham, Alabama.
WKU looks to defend their
fourth place ranking, with the
top four teams receiving a first
round bye.
"There's ultimately only so
much we can do," Fant said.
"We can talk about it all day,
but once you get out there,
it's up to the person to buckle
down and do the job."

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Continued from sports

of the ball today — we did a very poor
job. (WKU) did a really good job.”
Senior Chastity Gooch added six rebounds and one block against the Blue
Raiders to lead the Lady Toppers with
17 points in the victory.
Clark-Heard emphasized a tenacity in the team’s recent successes that
has seen it win its last five games, highlighted by the leadership of Govan.
“We have been talking a lot to them

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Continued from sports

the week, the 130th meeting at MTSU.
The game was dictated by impeccable
shooting from the Blue Raiders and
WKU's two senior
Next game
stars: Price and
George Fant.
thursday, February 26
7 p.m.
Price led all playVS. florida atlantic
ers with 24 points,
@ diddle arena
while Fant was
more involved in

SWIM AND DIVE

Continued from sports

The Lady Toppers found themselves
on top of the standings after the first
day of competition, but fell to second
on day two and eventually finished
third with a total of 645 points. Defending champion Florida International

11-3 overall at home 4-7 overall away
6-1 conference at home 3-4 conference away

Home vs Away
largest home win, 89-42
(brecia)

largest road win, 73-62
(southern miss.)

largest home loss, 67-76
(louisville)

largest road loss, 69-56
(louisiana tech)

Largest comeback at home
10 points (Utep), w-ot 71-66

Largest lead lost on the road
10 points (UAB), L 71-66

home FG%: 44.50%

AWAY FG%: 41.35%

home POINT DIFFERENTIAL:

+12.1

AWAY POINT DIFFERENTIAL:

-3.3

about our tenacity, telling them to keep
playing and playing hard and competing,” Clark-Heard said. “That’s why
Alexis Govan’s nick-name is ‘Go-Go’,
because she is never going to stop.”
The second contest of the weekend
saw Clark-Heard uncharacteristically
alter her lineup, with junior Jalynn
McClain earning the start over senior
Ileana Johnson. It was McClain’s first
start since a bout with Baylor in the
NCAA tournament last season.
“As a coach, sometimes you have to
go with your gut,” Clark-Heard said.

“I changed up the starting lineup, and
that was the first time I’ve done that
in a while. I put Jalynn McClain in because she has been unbelievable in
practice, and now, you see why. Without her in the first six minutes, we don’t
have a bucket.”
Her first start of the season proved
to be an important decision made by
the coaching staff, with the forward
scoring six of the Lady Toppers first 10
points against the Blue Raiders, and
her work-ethic was something that her
other team mates have noticed.

“She was huge,” said junior Micah
Jones. “She came out and played with
confidence and knocked down shots
when we were struggling to make any.
She just came out with energy and always plays good defense — she really
showed up today,”
The Lady Toppers are now perched
atop the C-USA standings with a 12-2
record in the league and an overall of
23-4. WKU now controls its own destiny for the regular season title as the
team prepare for a Florida road-swing
against FAU and FIU this week.

the offense with 19 points and 12 rebounds for his 11th double-double of
the season.
The Blue Raiders, who have won
eight of the last nine games against
the Hilltoppers, shot 68.2 percent (1522) from the field in the first half, but
only led by three. WKU hung around to
force an interesting final minute. WKU
missed two 3-pointers with under 10
seconds left, losing the match 68-66
and falling to 16-10, 9-5 C-USA.
"We're starting to play better. We just

have to get over the hump. Almost is
not good enough," Harper said on the
Hilltopper IMG Sports Network after
the loss Sunday. "We came out early in
the game, I thought, defensively. Once
again, we were locked in, did a great job
and we kind of relaxed,” he said. “The
biggest thing is we had some opportunities right there, a couple key plays,
and we didn't make them happen."
The losses dropped WKU from third
to fourth in the C-USA standings and
was the final stretch of a three-game

road swing. The Hilltoppers’ next two
games will be at Diddle Arena against
Florida Atlantic on Thursday, Feb. 26
and Florida International on Saturday,
Feb. 28, both of which the Hilltoppers
have beaten earlier this season.
Coming back home for the first time
in nearly three weeks, Harper knows
the importance of the upcoming
games.
"We got two at home this week. Need
to go back, continue to get better and
see what happens."

University took home the title with a
total of 765, followed by Rice at 661.5.
The girls team dealt with a sickness throughout the week that swept
through some members of the team,
“I personally never seen anything like
it,” Marchionda said. “There was a stomach virus that went through the women’s
team throughout the weekend.”

Senior Susan Marquess won the title
in the 200 fly with a time of 1:56.91, while
fellow senior Claire Conlon finished
second in the 200 breast at 2:12.96.
The women’s team set a school record
in the 400-medley relay. Marquess, junior
Michelle Craddock and freshmen Hannah Musser and Sydney King totaled a
time of 3:20.47 and a third place finish.

Marchionda captured his fourth career conference championship, and
Chelsea Ale was named the Men’s Diving Coach of the Year.
Members of the WKU Swim and Dive
team will travel to the University of
Georgia this weekend in hopes of qualifying for the National Championships
in Iowa City.

Wkuherald.com WKu's no. 1 source for campus news
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» TRACK AND FIELD: WKU travels to
Birmingham, Alabama for the
Conference USA Indoor Track and
Field Championships on Wednesday.
Read more online at WKUHerald.com.

SWIM AND DIVE

Men’s swim
and dive team
named C-USA
champions
BY EVAN DESPACO

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

ally, the fans were more into it than
usual, and it definitely helps. It is so
much more fun to play with a crowd
that is into the game.
Against UAB, WKU utilized an 11-0
run to build a 15-point lead against the
Blazers and utilized defensive stands
in both halves against MTSU to edge
the Blue Raiders. They ended the first
half against MTSU on an 18-2 run and
forced a total of 19 turnovers for 29
points in the game.
“I know 19 turnovers is the difference
in the ball game,” said MTSU Head
Coach Rick Insell. “We didn’t take care

The WKU Swim and Dive team duplicated the success it found in last
year’s Conference USA championships, this past week in Knoxville. The
men captured their second-straight
C-USA title, and the women finished
third.
Head Coach Bruce Marchionda was
enthusiastic about his team’s performance.
“It was a total team effort at the end
of the week,” Marchionda said.
WKU had 15 first-place finishes at
the conference championships, and
of those 15, five came in the championship rounds.
The Hilltoppers finished the week
with 909.5 points, topping Old Dominion with 894 and Florida Atlantic
with 663.5.
Before competition began, Marchionda spoke about how crucial a
solid performance from the bottom
half of the team was if it wanted to
contend for the title. After competition, he acknowledged this point once
again.
“Our depth proved to be the deciding
factor with multiple swimmers having
great finishes,” Marchionda said.
Sophomore Fabian Schwingenschlogl retained his title as Swimmer
of the Meet, while sophomore diver
Zach Batus was chosen as the Men’s
Invitational Diver of the Meet.
Schwingenschlogl won three individual titles over the four days, setting a new career record with a time of
1:45.41 in the 200 individual medley,
then went on to take gold in the 100
and 200 breaststroke.
Batus found himself on top of the
podium twice. He totaled 313.90 in the
three-meter event and 296.90 in the
platform dive. Batus also took home
silver in the one-meter dive with a
score of 242.15.
Freshman Daniel McGee took home
first in the 1650 freestyle with a time of
15:30.40.
The other winner from the men’s
side was freshman John Myhre, whose
1:46.15 took home gold in the 200
backstroke.

SEE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
PAGE B3

SEE SWIM AND DIVE PAGE B3

WKU women's basketball players jump off the bench in celebration after their team stopped MTSU from scoring during the
final seconds of regulation, sealing the win for the Lady Toppers. WKU would go on to defeat conference rival MTSU 63-60,
placing them at the top of the current Conference USA standings. LUKE FRANKE/HERALD

back on top

Lady Toppers win two to reclaim lead for C-USA regular season title
BY JONAH PHILLIPS

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The Lady Topper basketball team
is perched atop the Conference USA
standings after back-to-back home
wins this weekend against UAB and
the former No. 1 team in the conference, Middle Tennessee State University.
“It was just a team effort across the
boards …” Head Coach Michelle ClarkHeard said after the MTSU game. “We
weren’t shooting the ball well at all, but
at the end of the day, we found a way
to win. This was like a NCAA game—it
was a knock-down-drag-out, and I’m
just proud that our girls kept battling.”

Senior Alexis Govan had a big weekend, coming up with a game-high of
17 points against UAB to lead the Lady
Toppers to a 59-51 win. Against MTSU,
she went on to post a double double
with 12 points and a game-high of 12
rebounds, in front
Next game
of a crowd of 3,023
in Diddle Arena for
thursday, february 26
6 p.m.
a 63-60 win.
VS. florida atlantic
“It was definitely
@ FAU Arena
more
physical,”
said freshman Ivy
Brown, comparing the MTSU matchup to other conference clashes. “But
we knew it was going to be more physical—that’s the kind of defense they
play, and they are good at it. Emotion-

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Toppers struggle defensively, drop two straight on the road
BY BILLY RUTLEDGE

The 71-66 loss came after
quality performances from senior guard T.J. Price and junior
forward Aleksej Rostov. Price
scored 11 of his game-high 22
points in the first half, while
Rostov scored seven points
and grabbed six rebounds in
the same half, compared to his
ten and seven total.
"(T.J. Price) was aggressive,
he came out aggressive early.
It was good to see him back
on track," Head Coach Ray
Harper said on the Hilltopper IMG Sports Network after
the game. "George, he played
hard. He just has to slow
down. When he slows down,
he's terrific for us. We have to
play through him. We are a different team when we can get
him the ball and let him go to
work inside."
The Hilltoppers did exactly
that in their second game of

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The WKU basketball team
achieved a new season-high
after facing Conference USA
foes UAB and Middle Tennessee State this weekend. The
Hilltoppers, who won nine
straight games in January and
sat in first place in C-USA’s
rankings for the first time in
program history earlier this
season, lost their third and
fourth consecutive games
this weekend, the most since
2011-12.
Both losses came down to
plays with under a minute remaining. At UAB, the Hilltoppers trailed the entire second
half until reducing the gap to
four with 24 seconds remaining. But, strong free throw
shooting (85 percent) from the
Blazers proved too much for the
Hilltoppers, who were on the
verge of overcoming a 16-point
deficit in the final five minutes.

WKU freshman guard DJ Clayton gets around North Texas forward Jeremy Combs to shoot a layup during the first half of WKU's game against North Texas, Thursday, Feb. 5 at Diddle Arena. MIKE CLARK/HERALD
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